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Using x-ray photoemission electron microscopy and the magneto-optical Kerr effect, we have demonstrated
a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy that could be due to exchange coupling between the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic layers. The results of magnetic imaging and hysteresis loops show that the magnetization
of Fe and permalloy (Py) films orients from the in-plane to perpendicular direction, as an Mn underlayer is
above a threshold value that depends on the Fe or Py layer thickness. Their thickness-dependent behaviors
can be quantitatively described by a phenomenological model that takes into account the finite-size effect of
the antiferromagnet on exchange coupling. The anisotropy energy extracted from the model and the thermal
stability of perpendicular magnetization enhanced with the increase of the Mn underlayer further demonstrate
the exchange coupling nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic anisotropy, which characterizes the preferred
orientation of spontaneous magnetization, is one of the most
important properties of magnetic materials from both the
fundamental and the technological points of view. The importance cannot be overstated, particularly in low-dimensional
materials where bits with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA) are promising building blocks for the out-of-plane
type of data storage.1,2 Naturally, most low-dimensional
magnetic materials prefer in-plane magnetization due to shape
anisotropy contributed from the dipole-dipole interactions
among neighboring magnetic moments. To date, common
ways to establish PMA include building periodically alternated
ferromagnetic (FM)/noble-metal multilayers which enhance
the perpendicular interface anisotropy via modified spinorbital coupling at the FM/noble-metal interfaces,3,4 and the
use of strained magnetic ultrathin films which exhibit PMA
via magnetoelastic coupling.5–8 On the other hand, antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials are another class of materials of
growing practical importance as they play key roles in many
state-of-the-art applications in manipulating the magnetization
of FM ultrathin films. Through a mechanism known as AFMFM exchange coupling, AFM materials are commonly used in
spin-valves to “pin” the magnetic moment9 and even to shift
the hysteresis loop of the adjacent FM layer by the exchange
bias field (Hb ) induced at the interfaces.10
In this paper, we report that the PMA of FM thin films can
be achieved through the mechanism of AFM-FM exchange
coupling, presenting another feature of AFM materials, besides the exchange bias coupling.10 We demonstrate that in
a bilayered system, as the AFM layer thickness goes beyond
a threshold value, the AFM-FM exchange coupling becomes
strong enough to switch the magnetization from an in-plane to
perpendicular orientation. Assisted by a simple model and the
temperature-dependence data, we reveal that the strength of the
1098-0121/2011/83(10)/104417(10)

PMA is modulated by the Mn thickness (tMn ) according to the
finite-size effect of low-dimensional magnetic systems.11,12
Our work is different from previously reported exchangebiased FM/AFM multilayer systems,13,14 which showed the
induced uniaxial anisotropy energy in coexisting in-plane and
perpendicular hysteresis loops, due to a mechanism13 similar
to the FM/noble-metal multilayer systems.3,4 The finding of
a PMA caused by AFM-FM exchange coupling in our work
is beyond the current physics of the exchange bias effect,
indicating that exchange bias is only one of two effects due to
AFM-FM exchange coupling.15

II. EXPERIMENT

The magnetic ultrathin films were prepared in situ and
subsequently investigated in a multifunctional UHV chamber
with a base pressure ∼2 × 10−10 torr. For element-resolved
magnetic domain imaging, the chamber was connected to
the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism–photoemission electron
microscope (XMCD-PEEM) at beamline BL05B2 of NSRRC
in Hsinchu, Taiwan, using a commercially available PEEM
(Focus IS-PEEM). The Cu3 Au(001) single-crystal substrates
with 0.1◦ miscut were cleaned using cycles of 2 keV Ar
ion sputtering. After the ion sputtering, the substrates were
annealed at 765 K for 5 minutes and at 645 K for another
30 minutes to obtain well-ordered C(2 × 2) structure. The
ultrathin FM (Fe or Py) and Mn films were deposited at
300 K by thermal evaporation onto Cu3 Au(001) substrates
with deposition rates ranging from 60 to 80 seconds/ML.
For different experimental purposes, both uniform bilayered structures and samples with a wedge-shaped Mn
underlayer were prepared. The uniform bilayered structures
can be applied to various measurements. During the deposition
of the uniform films, the film structure and the growth rate were
monitored by medium energy electron diffraction (MEED).
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Nevertheless, the magnetic anisotropy of the FM/Mn bilayers
can be very sensitive to small variations of tMn . Thus, a sample
with a small and continuous variation of tMn is necessary and
can be achieved by using a proper “wedged” Mn underlayer.
Together with the XMCD-PEEM measurement (with its capability in sensing magnetic properties with microscopic-scale
resolution), the wedged sample has the advantage of allowing
us to probe the change of magnetic anisotropy (magnetization
direction) of the FM domain in response to the small and
continuous variation of tMn . Such measurement is difficult and
inefficient by using an Mn underlayer of uniform thickness.
For the preparation of the wedged Mn underlayer, a specially
designed shutter was placed close to the substrate. During the
deposition process, the evaporation flux was directed normal
to the substrate surface to avoid the shadowing effect as the
shutter was in place. The thickness and the slope of the wedged
Mn underlayer were set by the choice of a suitable deposition
rate, as well as by the precise, stepping-motor controlled
motion of the substrate. The systematic error of the thickness
of the wedged Mn underlayer was about 10%, whereas the
thickness deviation within the same sample was smaller
than 2%.
To characterize the deposited thin films, Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) was used to detect the surface element
and possible contamination. The surface morphology of
the ultrathin films was measured by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM),16 and the average interlayer distance was
estimated by analyzing the low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) spectrum using the kinematics approximation (LEED
I/V).7,17–19 Although a more sophisticated dynamic LEED
technique is available,20 the kinematic LEED analysis has been
widely accepted to effectively monitor the average vertical
lattice structure of the deposited films. In the relevant case
of Fe/Cu3 Au(001), kinematic LEED is shown to be a reliable
technique providing results consistent with most works21–24 of
different groups using various techniques. For the magnetic
properties, the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE), assisted
by the lock-in technique, of both longitudinal and polar
geometries, was used to measure the hysteresis loops of the
magnetic thin films. To obtain the exchange bias field, some
specific samples were treated with a perpendicularly oriented
field cooling process, in which the sample was cooled down
from room temperature to 240 K with a 600 Oe external field.
Synchrotron radiation XMCD-PEEM25,26 was adopted for
element-resolved magnetic domain imaging. With XMCD,
the magnetism information of each element can be obtained
from the asymmetry of left and right circularly polarized
(LCP and RCP) x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) at the
characteristic absorption energies. Combining XMCD and
PEEM, the full-field view of the emitted secondary electrons
from the magnetic sample can be resolved by a CCD camera
through the use of a multichannel plate. Since the absorption
intensity depends on the relative orientation between the
polarization of the x-ray and the magnetization direction, the
areas showing different gray levels indicate magnetic domains
of different magnetization directions. The direction of domain
magnetization can thus be resolved by observing the variation
of the gray-level contrast while rotating the sample around the
azimuth axis. Samples with a wedge-shaped Mn underlayer,
deposited on Cu3 Au(001), were used for XMCD-PEEM

imaging. The incident angle of x rays was 65◦ from the surface
normal. The wavelength of the incident x rays was tuned to the
maximal resonance of the L3 and the L2 absorption edges of
Fe (or Mn) to obtain the element-resolved magnetic contrast.
Images with magnetic contrast were constructed by dividing
the two full-field images, taken at the Fe (or Mn) L3 and L2
edges, utilizing the absorption asymmetry at the L edges.

III. RESULTS
A. Crystalline structure and interface properties of Fe,
Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)

The crystalline structures were confirmed by LEED and
LEED I/V as described in the previous section. Room
temperature deposition of Mn ultrathin films on Cu3 Au(001)
leads to layer-by-layer growth with smooth surfaces and facecentered-cubic (fcc)–like crystalline structure.16 Two different
FM films, i.e., body-centered-tetragonal (bct) Fe and fct
permalloy (Py), were grown on the Mn underlayer.
The crystalline structure of the Fe overlayer continues to
replicate that of the Mn underlayer at low coverage. However,
regardless of the presence of the Mn underlayer, the Fe
film grown on Mn/Cu3 Au(001) undergoes structural transition
from fcc to bct starting at an Fe layer thickness (tFe ) near 3 ML,
and reveals an invariant bct structure as tFe becomes larger
than 3.6 ML. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) show the LEED specular
spot I/V curves and the interlayer distance of 6 ML Fe/n ML
Mn/Cu3 Au(100), respectively. The 6 ML Fe films reveal
bct structure and remain invariant while grown on fcc-Mn
underlayers with different thicknesses. As the temperature is
varied from 100 K to 300 K, the interlayer distance of the 6 ML
Fe films expands only a tiny amount (from 1.55 ± 0.01 Å to
1.56 ± 0.01 Å), as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d). Although a
more significant temperature effect on structure was reported
by Bisio et al.,27 the effect was observed only in a higher
temperature range (345 ∼ 380 K). Thus, in the present work
within a temperature range of 220 K  T  260 K, the
influence of temperature variation on magnetic properties of
thin films via structure transition is minor. As tFe continues to
expand, the Fe film relaxes gradually from bct to bcc structure.
For Fe films grown on 0, 4, 8, and 15 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100)
[shown in Fig. 1(e)], the tFe increases from 4.5 ML to
14 ML, corresponding to a c/a ratio varying from 1.17 to
1.08, following the bct-bcc relaxation trend and the so-called
epitaxial curve predicated by theoretical calculation.28 These
c/a values were also used to estimate the related magnetic
energy term in the following theoretical analysis.
On the other hand, the Py films shown in Fig. 2 exhibit
a fct structure for the entire thickness range, regardless of
the presence of the Mn underlayer. Thus, both FM films
reveal a common behavior in which the structures are invariant
upon varying the Mn underlayer thickness. For the interface
properties, according to our previous study16 with AES
and MOKE, the magnetic “dead layer” resulting from the
intermixing or antiparallel coupled Fe-Mn magnetic moments
at the Fe/Mn interface is less than 2 ML. Therefore, the reduced
(in-plane) shape anisotropy due to magnetic frustration caused
by the intermixing of Fe/Mn should not be strong enough
to switch the magnetization orientation of the Fe layer at
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Interlayer distances of uniform Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) bilayers with different tMn and tFe , measured at various
temperatures. (a) Selected LEED specular spot I/V curves for 6 ML Fe/n ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100) measured at 220 K. (b) I/V curves for
6 ML Fe/4 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100) measured at various temperatures. The dashed lines index the maximum condition for the Bragg interference.
(c) Interlayer distances of 6 ML Fe on n ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100) calculated from (a) and n ML Mn on Cu3 Au(100) measured at 100 K. The 6 ML
Fe films reveal bct structure and remain invariant when grown on fcc-Mn underlayers of different thickness. (d) Temperature-dependent
interlayer distances of 6 ML Fe on n ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100). For all 6 ML Fe films, the interlayer distance expands slightly from
1.55 ± 0.01 Å to 1.56 ± 0.01 Å as temperature is increased from 100 K to 300 K. (e) Summarized interlayer distances of various Fe
films on 0, 4, 8, and 15 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(100).

larger coverage. Thus, the results presented above indicate that
significant structural or intermixing effects on the magnetic
properties of FM/Mn bilayers can be excluded.
B. Magnetic domain imaging on 6 ML
Fe/wedged-Mn/Cu3 Au(001)

Since the magnetic anisotropy of FM/Mn bilayers can be very sensitive to the variation of tMn ,
the investigation was first performed on a uniform
6 ML Fe film with a wedge-shaped Mn underlayer, utilizing
the XMCD-PEEM magnetic imaging.25,26 Figure 3(a) shows
the Fe domain image of 6 ML Fe/wedged-Mn/Cu3 Au(001),
with incoming x rays of left-circular polarization (LCP). The
sample is further precessed 180◦ along the [001] direction to let

the incident x-rays on the sample in Fig. 3(b), as compared with
3(a), have the same perpendicular projection of photohelicity
(σ⊥ ) but inverse in-plane projection of photohelicity (σ ).
Thus, for Figs. 3(b) and 3(a), the magnetic domains showing
inverse contrast in the region of tMn < 2 ML present the
signature of in-plane anisotropy. The slight difference of
magnetic contrast in tMn > 2 ML might result from the canted
orientation or background variation in both measurements.
However, a better gray-level or magnetic contrast can be
obtained by subtracting the two images acquired at L3 with
different helicities [as shown in Fig. 3(d)], such that the
inhomogeneity of the incident light at different L3 and L2
energy edges can be eliminated. On the other hand, we keep
the same instrument configuration as in Fig. 3(b) but reverse the
polarization of the incident x rays from left- to right-circular
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incident x rays of the sample in Fig. 3(c) have the same σ
but inverse σ⊥ with that in Fig. 3(a). By comparing Fig. 3(c)
with 3(a), an inverse domain contrast shown in the region of
tMn > 2 ML presents the characteristics of PMA. Thus, with
the comparison of Figs. 3(a)–3(d), we have demonstrated a
magnetization switching from the in-plane to perpendicular
direction in the 6 ML Fe/wedged-Mn bilayer with the increase
of tMn , showing a behavior known as the spin-reorientation
transition (SRT).
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The interlayer distances of Py films on
Mn/Cu3 Au(001). The interlayer distance of Py films varies from
1.71 Å to 1.75 Å with tPy increased from 4.0 to 14.3 ML, revealing
fct-like structure. For Py film at specific thickness, its interlayer
distance remains invariant while grown on Mn layers with different
thicknesses.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Hysteresis loops for a series of uniform
6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) with various tMn , measured at 220 K. The
PMA of the Fe layer is enhanced with increasing Mn thickness.
The inset shows the hysteresis loops for 6 ML Py/13.5 ML
Mn/Cu3 Au(001) measured at 250 K and 290 K after perpendicular
field cooling, in which the Mn layer is strong enough to induce both
PMA and exchange bias field.
C. Enhanced perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and magnetic
phase diagrams of Fe, Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)

Moreover, we have also investigated the macroscopic
magnetic behavior by performing the MOKE measurements on
a series of 6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) (nonwedged) at 220 K, as
shown in Fig. 4. Consistent with the XMCD-PEEM results, the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fe magnetic domain
images of 6 ML Fe/wedged-Mn/Cu3 Au(001),
measured at 220 K. (a), (b), and (c) show
the images with different photohelicity (σ ) of
incident x rays on the same sample, as indicated
in the corresponding cartoons and figures. The
contrast of Fe domains changes sensitively with
the inversion of σ for tMn < 2 ML and σ⊥
for tMn > 2 ML, demonstrating a magnetization
switching from in-plane to perpendicular with a
critical thickness of tMn ∼ 2 ML. (d) Shows the
image taken with LCP-RCP at the L3 edge as a
comparison.
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magnetization of the 6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) series is also
found to switch from the in-plane to perpendicular direction
at tMn around 2.5 ML. In perpendicular hysteresis loops,
we found that the coercive field (Hc ) increases drastically
from 10 Oe to 250 Oe as tMn changes from 3 ML to
6 ML. This enhancement of Hc is conventionally regarded
as a fingerprint of the AFM-FM exchange coupling.10
In 6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001), the increase of tMn results in
the occurrence of PMA, accompanied by the enhancement of
Hc , indicating that the mechanism causing the PMA of the
Fe/Mn bilayer system is likely associated with the AFM-FM
exchange coupling. It is noted that no Hb was observed in 6 ML
Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(100) with present perpendicular field cooling
condition. Nevertheless, after replacing Fe by soft magnetic
Py, a perpendicular Hb was observed at tMn = 13.5 ML, as
shown in inset of Fig. 4. This indicates the exchange coupling
could cause the PMA of 6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) as shown
in Fig. 4, but not strongly enough to induce an exchange bias
field.15
To obtain a global analysis of the magnetization behavior of
both Fe/Mn and Py/Mn bilayers, we extended the hysteresisloop measurements to include the variation of FM and Mn
layer thicknesses, and summarized the results in two magnetic
phase diagrams (see Fig. 5). In Fig. 5(a), the PMA of
Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) is observed for tFe  3 ML. This result
is consistent with the Fe/Cu3 Au(001) system which exhibits
PMA for tFe  3.6 ML.18 However, depending on tMn , the range
of tFe within which PMA can be achieved extends from 3 ML
to 8 ML. A thicker Mn layer is found capable of stabilizing
the PMA for a thicker Fe layer. Similar results can be found in
Fig. 5(b) for Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001). Without the Mn underlayer,
the Py films reveal only in-plane anisotropy. This is consistent
with earlier studies of fcc-like Py films.29,30 Nevertheless,
we are still able to obtain PMA and the corresponding Hc
enhancement in the Py bilayered system with tMn > 4 ML,
implying also a correlation with the AFM-FM exchange
coupling.10

simple Néel type phenomenological model that includes finitesize scaling for the ultrathin AFM layer.31–33 The prototype
model treats the magnetic anisotropy energy (Ea ) of a magnetic
thin film as contributed from two terms, i.e., the surface and
the volume terms, as follows:31,32


2Ks
2
Ea =
+ (Kme − 2π M ) sin2 θ,
(1)
tFM
where θ is the angle between the magnetization vector and
the surface normal. Therefore the angle corresponding to
the minimum Ea describes the magnetic easy axis of the
magnetic thin film. 2K s is the interface anisotropy energy
contributed from two interfaces. tFM is the thickness of
the FM layer. The volume anisotropy energy contains both
magnetoelastic anisotropy energy (Kme ) and shape anisotropy
energy (Kshape = −2π M 2 ), where M is the magnetic moment
density.
For AFM-FM exchange-coupled bilayers, the magnetic
anisotropy energy of the FM layer can also be influenced by
AFM-FM exchange coupling which is modulated by variation
of the AFM thickness. To describe this effect, the Néel
type model is generalized by including the finite-size scaling
formula in the ultrathin limit33,34 as follows:
 λ
Tordering (∞) − Tordering (t)
ξ
=
.
(2)
Tordering (t)
t
In the original case, finite-size scaling describes the magnetic ordering temperature Tordering like the Curie temperature
TC or Néel temperature TN for FM or AFM alone,11,33–35
respectively. The shift in Tordering with thickness variation t
is given by the effective-shift exponent (λ) and the spincorrelation length (ξ ). For AFM-FM exchange bias coupled
systems, it was reported that the trend of TN decreases
with the increase of AFM thickness,36 which is contrary to
the prediction of finite-size scaling. However, in Ref. 37 it
was concluded that, instead of TN , the blocking temperature
TB should be a much better physical quantity to describe
the strength of unidirectional AFM-FM exchange coupling
(exchange bias) and the corresponding AFM ordering.
Indeed, TB following with finite-size scaling has been
confirmed by numerous studies in various FM/AFM
bilayers.12,38–40 This relation has also been applied in
NiFe/IrMn exchange biased bilayers to describe the AFM
anisotropy with finite-size scaling.12 Thus, in the present

D. Correlation of PMA and AFM-FM exchange coupling
investigated with phenomenological model

To clarify the connection between the PMA and AFM-FM
exchange coupling as well as the AFM nature of the Mn
underlayer, we performed a quantitative analysis using a
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Magnetic
phase diagrams for (a) Fe/Mn/
Cu3 Au(001) and (b) Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)
with systematic variations of tMn and
tFe (tPy ), taken at 220 K. The insets of
(b) show the perpendicular (top) and the
in-plane (bottom) hysteresis loops of
6 ML Py/5.9 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(001) and
6.5 ML Py/Cu3 Au(001), respectively.
The solid lines in both diagrams indicate
the SRT boundary fitted by the magnetic
anisotropy model.
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FM/Mn bilayers, we can assume that the strength of interface
anisotropy energy contributed by Mn-FM exchange coupling,
namely KsMn , is proportional to the corresponding “effective”
Tordering of the Mn layer. This allows KsMn to be described by
the formula of Eq. (2). Thus, the analytic form of the total
interface magnetic anisotropy energy of the FM film can be
expressed as

Ks0 + KsMn = Ks0 + KsBulk Mn 1 +



ξ
tMn

TABLE I. Effective spin-correlation length of various AFM layers.
System

ξ (nm)

Method

fcc-Mn (Fe)
fcc-Mn (Py)
IrMn
MnPt

3.02
3.16
3.0138
2.4840

Spin-reorientation transition
Spin-reorientation transition
Exchange bias
Exchange bias

λ −1
,

(3)

where Ks0 is the “conventional” interface anisotropy constant41
that includes the interface anisotropy energies (which are tMn
independent) from both interfaces of the FM layer. On the
other hand, KsMn depends on tMn and follows the formula
of finite-size scaling [Eq. (2)],33 and KsBulk Mn corresponds
to the value of KsMn for bulk fcc-Mn (tMn ∼ ∞). The
effective spin-correlation length ξ and shift exponent λ are
characteristic quantities related to the spin-spin interaction
length and coupling strength of the Mn film, respectively.42
Using Eq. (3) as the surface term of Eq. (1), we
can fit the SRT boundaries in both magnetic phase diagrams of Fe/Mn and Py/Mn bilayers [Figs. 5(a) and
5(b)], respectively. For the volume term of Eq. (1),
we have MFe = 2.18 μB /atom,43 MPy = 1.00 μB /atom,43
2
2
2π MFe
= 132 μeV/atom, and 2π MPy
= 27 μeV/atom. For
bct-Fe films on Mn/Cu3 Au(001), tFe changing from 4 to
10 ML results in a c/a ratio variation from 1.17 to 1.12
which corresponds to Kme varying from −40 μeV/atom to
−52 μeV/atom.44 In contrast, Kme of the fct-Py films
is neglected due to the low magnetostriction nature of
permalloy. According to the interface anisotropy energy
terms given by Eq. (3), we include four independent parameters Ks0 , KsBulk Mn , ξ , and λ with one constraint in
each fitting of Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) and Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001).
The fitting parameters Ks0 , KsBulk Mn , ξ , and λ are 656.0 ±
15.2 μeV/atom, 3023.9 ± 649 μeV/atom, 16.1 ± 5.6 ML,
and 1.09 ± 0.09 for Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001), and −68.5 ±
21.5 μeV/atom, 1200 ± 235 μeV/atom, 16.9 ± 4.5 ML, and
1.09 ± 0.13 for Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001), respectively.
With careful examination, we found that the values of the
physical quantities extracted from our fittings are consistent
with the values reported in the literature. The value 1/λ =
0.91 ± 0.09 is close to the theoretical value of 0.9 ± 0.1
for fcc-AFM film based on Monte Carlo simulations.45 The
value ξ ∼ 16 ML (3 nm) is also consistent with the values of
other Mn-based alloys given in the literature38,40 (see Table I).
The value of ξ also predicts that KsMn tends to saturate to
KsBulk Mn while tMn is ∼16 ML [assuming that the influence
of the fcc-fct structural transition of Mn/Cu3 Au(001) on the
contribution of PMA is minor]. It is noticed that the common
values of shift exponent λ (∼1.09) and spin-correlation length
ξ (∼16 ML) of Mn shard by Fe/Mn and Py/Mn bilayer systems
supports the similar AFM natures of the Mn layer in these
two systems. On the other hand, Ks0 describes the intrinsic
interface anisotropy energy of bct-Fe or fct-Py film. The value
1.70 ± 0.04 mJ/m2 (∼656 μeV/atom) for Fe and −0.177 ±
0.056 mJ/m2 (∼ −68 μeV/atom) for Py films are consistent
with the reported values 1.40 ∼ 1.88 mJ/m2 (Refs. 46–53)

and −0.220 mJ/m2 (Refs. 29,30), respectively (see
Table II).
E. Magnetic anisotropy energies evaluated from
phenomenological model

According to the analysis described above, we can extract,
as shown in Fig. 6, the values of the total surface magnetic
anisotropy energy (Ks0 + KsMn ) for both Fe/Mn and Py/Mn
bilayers as functions of tMn . The values of Kv tFM (where Kv =
Kshape + Kme ) for m ML Fe and m ML Py are also indicated.
For Fe/Cu3 Au(001) (tMn = 0), the positive Ks0 describes the
perpendicular preference. However, as tFe is increased from
low coverage to 4 ML, the negative Kv tFM begins to overcome
the positive Ks0 , leading to the SRT from the perpendicular to
in-plane direction (see the crossover between the red solid and
dotted lines at tMn = 0). This leads to the invariant in-plane
anisotropy for tFe > 4 ML in Fe/Cu3 Au(001). Nevertheless,
such SRT is not observed in Py/Cu3 Au(001) due to the intrinsic
in-plane interface anisotropy (negative Ks0 ). In both Fe/Mn and
Py/Mn bilayers, the KsMn shows positive values and enhances
positively with the increase of tMn . This indicates that the Mn
contributes PMA for both systems. Once tMn gets thicker, Ks0
together with the positively enhanced KsMn can overcome the
negative Kv at specific tFM , leading to the SRT from in-plane
to perpendicular direction (as presented by triangular marks).
By comparing Fe/Mn and Py/Mn bilayers, we found that
the ratio of KsBulk Mn (∼2.5) is close to the ratio of FM
magnetic moment density (MFe /MPy ∼ 2.18). Such relationship can be interpreted by AFM-FM exchange coupling by
applying the conventional exchange coupling formula E ∼
−J MFM MAFM .10 Assuming that Mn moments with PMA
intrinsically at the interface exist, the Mn-FM exchange
coupling energy becomes anisotropic for MFM aligning in the
in-plane and out-of-plane directions. Such energy difference
gives rise to the interface anisotropy energy for the FM
moments and could be the origin of KsMn . Thus, this explains
TABLE II. The surface magnetic anisotropy energy of Fe and Py
ultrathin films.
System

Ks0 (μeV/atom)

Ks0 (mJ/m2 )

bct Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)
bcc Fe/Cu(001)46
fcc Fe/Cu(001)47–49
bcc Fe/Ag(001)50
bcc Fe/Ag(001)51
Free standing bcc Fe52,53
fct Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)
fct Py/Cu(001)29,30

656.0 ± 15.2
725.7
575.1
540.4
683.2
594.4
−68.5 ± 21.5
−84.9

1.70 ± 0.04
1.88
1.49
1.40
1.77
1.54
−0.177 ± 0.056
−0.220
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Magnetic anisotropy energies for the bilayered Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) and Py/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) systems, simulated by
the magnetic anisotropy model with finite-size scaling. The total surface magnetic anisotropy energy (Ks0 + KsMn ) for Fe/Mn and Py/Mn
bilayers as a function of tMn is plotted by the red solid line and blue solid line, respectively (left axis). The values of Kv tFM (where Kv = Kshape
+ Kme ) for m ML Fe (red dotted line) and m ML Py (blue dotted line) are also indicated (right axis). The SRT critical thickness is indicated
by the open triangle marks in the crossover regions of Ks0 + KsMn and Kv tFM .

why the ratios of MFM and KsBulk Mn are close to each other
within the Fe/Mn and Py/Mn bilayers. The small deviation
may be due to the different Mn-FM exchange integral J in
these two systems.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison between “conventional” interface anisotropy
and interface anisotropy assisted by AFM-FM
exchange coupling

In low-dimensional magnetic system like ultrathin film,
the orbital moments at the surface or interface could be
unquenched due to the broken symmetry. These unquenched
orbital moments, which are correlated with the surface lattice and electronic structure, can give rise to the magnetic
anisotropy of surface spin moments through the spin-orbital
coupling. In some cases, the interface hybridization between
FM layer and noble-metal layer can further enhance the
out-of-plane oriented orbital moments at the interface and
cause the large PMA. This is the origin of the PMA in
Co/Pt or Co/Pd multilayer systems,3,54–56 as well as of the
thin Fe film/Cu3 Au(001).18 Since such perpendicular interface
anisotropy is commonly found in many low-dimensional
magnetic systems, such as Fe/Ag(001),57,58 Fe/Cu(100),59,60
and Co/Au(111),61 we called it “conventional” interface
anisotropy (Ks0 ) in order to distinguish it from the AFM-FM
exchange coupling assisted interface anisotropy (KsMn ) in
the present model [see Eq. (3)]. However, the PMA via
such conventional interface anisotropy cannot be sustained
as the FM film becomes thicker. This is because while the
conventional interface anisotropy is independent of FM film
thickness, the (in-plane) shape anisotropy plus magnetoelastic
anisotropy increases proportionally with the thickness of FM
film due to its volume characteristic. In the present case of
Fe/Cu3 Au(001), it leads to the invariant in-plane magnetization
as the Fe film becomes thicker than about 4 ML.

Apparently, both the conventional interface anisotropy
(from interfacial electronic hybridization) and the interface
anisotropy assisted by the AFM-FM exchange coupling
belong to “interface” anisotropy. It is difficult to distinguish them by only varying the thickness of the FM layer.
Since these two kinds of interface anisotropies are attributed
to different physical origins, different (noble-metal and
AFM-Mn) thickness-dependent characteristics are expected.
Thus, we can distinguish them with this point. For thin
Co/noble-metal multilayers, the PMA originates from the
conventional interface anisotropy, mainly due to the interface (d-d) electronic hybridization between Co and noble
metal.3,54–56 The experiment findings show the characteristic
that such hybridization is highly localized at the Co/Pt
interface3,55 and that the maximum magnitude for the PMA
is often achieved when the noble metal has low coverage
(tPt ∼ 1 ML).4,56
On the other hand, the AFM-FM exchange coupling is
expected to be enhanced with the increase of AFM thickness. For the conventional AFM-FM exchange bias coupled
systems,10 although the unidirectional anisotropy (exchange
bias) is considered as an interface effect, its magnitude
(corresponding to exchange bias field or blocking temperature
TB ) can still be enhanced with the increase of AFM thickness.
This is owing to the exchange-coupled nature that the spins can
interact with another spins within a certain range, described
by the effective spin-correlation length ξ . Within such range,
the increase of film thickness results in the more available
exchange-coupled pairs (in the z direction) which contribute
the larger exchange coupling energy to overcome the thermal
energy. The strength of exchange coupling or TB for AFM film
finally saturates when its thickness approaches ξ , described by
finite-size scaling.11,12
Following the above discussion, the effective
spin-correlation length ξ , which is correlated with
the exchange characteristic, should also be found in
Fe(Py)/Mn/Cu3 Au(001), if the PMA truly originates from the
AFM-FM exchange coupling and AFM exchange-coupled
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nature. Indeed, according to the result of our modeling
analysis, the ξ of the Mn layer in both the Fe/Mn and Py/Mn
bilayers is ∼16 ML (∼3 nm). Such value is consistent
with other Mn-based alloy films (see Table I) in exchange
biased systems. The PMA enhanced monotonically until
tMn ∼ 16 ML is in sharp contrast to the expectation of
conventional interface anisotropy (tPt ∼ 1 ML), and thus
one can exclude the conventional interface anisotropy as
being the origin of enhanced PMA in Fe(Py)/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)
systems.

TSRT is plotted as a function of tMn in Fig. 7(c), in which
TSRT increases monotonically from 220 K to 245 K as tMn is
raised from 2 ML to 8 ML. Similarly to TB , which describes
the strength of “pinned” uncompensated spins in exchange
bias coupled systems,37,62 TSRT in this work can also be used
to monitor the thermal stability of the “effective” magnetic
ordering in the AFM Mn layer which is associated with the
established PMA of Fe/Mn bilayers. Thus, in Fig. 7(c) the
TSRT monotonic increase with AFM thickness reveals the same
finite-size effect tendency as found in TB for the AFM-FM
exchange bias systems.12,38 Such tendency again distinguishes
the present coupling type from the spin-orbital coupling
at interfaces that supports the conventional perpendicular
interfacial (magnetocrystalline) anisotropy in FM/noble-metal
bilayers or multilayers, because the latter case presents the
maximum strength of PMA for noble-metal thickness with
low coverage (tPt ∼ 1 ML for Co/Pt).4,56
Furthermore, we have pointed out that the value of
KsBulk Mn shows a ratio of ∼2.5 between Fe/Mn and Py/Mn
systems. This ratio is close to the value (∼2.18) of MFe /MPy
and can be explained by the AFM-FM exchange coupling
within the model of E ∼ −J MFM MAFM .10 This may imply
that the localized Mn moments existed near the FM/Mn
interface. Indeed, Mn moments with localized characteristics
have been found in Mn thin film systems63–65 and may
originate from the dominance of their 3d valence electrons
with localized preference.64 Although the direct measurement
of the magnetic configuration of the fcc-Mn layer has not
been achieved, Hafner and Spišák found spin spiral solutions
at the X and L points for fcc-Mn.65 The latter solution,
which corresponds to the [111] layered AFM structure,
suggests the possible existence of out-of-plane spin moments
which may be responsible for the PMA in FM/Mn bilayer
systems.

B. Origin of PMA in FM/Mn/Cu3 Au(001)

On the other hand, as indicated in our results section,
the crystalline structures of both FM layers remain invariant
on the Mn underlayer even with different thicknesses or
temperatures. Thus, the mechanism which causes the PMA in
FM/Mn bilayers should be attributed to magnetic interaction
rather than structural effects, for example, the crystalline
anisotropy or magnetoelastic anisotropy. Indeed, as mentioned
in our results and discussion, the PMA of both Fe/Mn
and Py/Mn bilayers shows a finite-size tendency that the
magnitude increases with tMn and finally saturates when the
tMn approaches ∼16 ML. This characteristic gives evidence
of the AFM-FM exchange coupling as the origin of the PMA
in FM/Mn bilayers. Moreover, such characteristic can also be
observed in temperature-dependent experiments by measuring
the thermal stability of the PMA of FM/Mn bilayers with
varying tMn . In Fig. 7(a), the 6 ML Fe/6 ML Mn bilayer exhibits
PMA at low temperature. As the temperature is elevated, its
magnetization switches from the perpendicular to in-plane
direction with a transition temperature TSRT ∼ 230 K. This
temperature-dependent SRT is also seen in 6 ML Fe/8 ML
Mn at a higher TSRT ∼ 245 K [Fig. 7(b)]. The variation of
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Temperaturedependent hysteresis loops for (a) 6 ML
Fe/6 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(001) and (b) 6 ML
Fe/8 ML Mn/Cu3 Au(001). (c) The spin
reorientation transition temperature (TSRT )
for 6 ML Fe/Mn/Cu3 Au(001) as a function
of tMn .
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C. Comparison of perpendicular anisotropy energy assisted by
AFM-FM exchange coupling and exchange bias
coupling energy

In the present work, the PMA found in FM/Mn bilayers is
driven by the AFM-FM exchange coupling, but not directly
correlated and described by exchange bias energy. This is
because exchange bias energy describes the unidirectional
anisotropy energy along the easy axis or a certain external
field axis (+H and −H field direction) and does not count
the energy difference between the two different magnetization
axes, for example, the in-plane and perpendicular directions in
our case [Eq. (1)]. According to the review articles on exchange
bias coupling,10,66 the magnitude of exchange bias energy can
be described in terms of interface energy per unit area E:
E = MFM tFM HE ,

(4)

where MFM and tFM are the saturation magnetization and
thickness of the ferromagnet and HE is the exchange bias
magnitude. Conventionally, the exchange bias field is defined as HE = (HC+ − HC− )/2, where HC+ and HC− are
corresponding to the positive and negative coercive field,
respectively. As a result, E is rewritten as
E = 12 (MFM tFM HC+ − MFM tFM HC− ) = 12 (E+ − E− ),
(5)
where E+ and E− are the Zeeman energies requested for
aligning the magnetization to the positive and negative
direction, respectively, via external fields. E is proportional
to the energy difference between E+ and E− . On the other
hand, the perpendicular anisotropy energy required for a
perpendicular magnetization is defined as the relative energy
difference between those with the in-plane and perpendicular
magnetization [see Eq. (1)]. Therefore, both energies (with
different definitions) give similar concepts of relative value
rather than an absolute one.
In the present work, the energy values observed to support
the PMA in FM/Mn bilayers can be up to several meV/atom.
Such energy is much larger than the exchange bias energy for
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V. CONCLUSION
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